[Immunological studies on the pancreas].
From 1969 to 1974 on 38 diabetic patients with terminal renal insufficiency 1,500 haemodialyses were carried out. Out of them 21 were or are in the prolonged programme of dialysis. The average duration of diabetes up to the terminal renal insufficiency was 20 years. The survival time under dialysis between 50 to 616 days was on the average nearly 248 days. The waste of substances normally contained in the urine and the normalisation of changes of minerals under dialysis is to be compared with that one in non-diabetics. The conduction of the diabetic metabolism in advanced diabetic nephropathy is independent on the form of therapy chosen difficult and undergoes strong variations. For this practical recommendations are given. Dependent on the beginning of the dialysis in 8 cases we succeeded in a temporarily limited full rehabilitation, 5 patients were partially rehabilitated and in 8 patients the general condition could be improved by the treatment without successful rehabilitation. The main complications, which were also dominating causes of death, were seen from the side of the system of coronary circulation. Mediascleroses of the arterial walls partly of a high degree allow the supposition that in these cases additionally a secondary hyperparathyroidism was in question.